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Session One 

The Volcker Rule and Structural Issues 



Who is Better Markets? 
 • An independent, nonprofit, nonpartisan 

organization founded October 1, 2010 
• A team of market, economic, legal & legislative 

professionals with many decades of experience 
• Mission to promote the public interest in the 

financial markets in the US and internationally  
• Based in Washington, D.C. 
• More information: www.bettermarkets.com  

 

http://www.bettermarkets.com/


I’m going to address 

The ongoing struggle to 
balance the interests of 

banking and society 



Background to Volcker Rule 

• Before 1929 Crash & the Great Depression 
• Frequent financial crises & panics 

• Caused by reckless bank speculation & fraud 
•  After 1929, Regulation of Financial Markets 

– Many laws passed to stop banks from threatening society 
• Many layers of protections put in place 

– Key was Glass-Steagall in 1933: separated commercial banking & 
investment banking 

• Protect depositors & society by reducing risk of runs, panics, 
reckless speculation and fraud at gvt-backed banks 

• Rejected unitary banking model 

 
 



What did banks & allies say about this? 

• Said the laws would destroy the economy 
• Would kill economic growth & prolong the slump 
• End of capitalism & free market 
• Cost a fortune & cause unemployment to rise 
• Said regulating banks was socialism 
• Basically, the world as we knew it would end if 

strong regulations on banks were put in place 
• Banks, bankers & their mouthpieces always say 

the sky will fall if they are regulated 



What Happened? 

• None of what banks said happened 
• United States thrived 
• Economic boom for decades 
• Created prosperous middle class 
• Banking system strong, sound & safe 
• No financial crises or panics 
• Banks grew along with the economy 
• Until………….. 



De-regulation of Banks & Finance 

• Starting in earnest 1990s 
• By end of 1990s, banking largely unregulated 

– Glass Steagall was repealed in 1999 
• Basically back to pre-Great Depression model with few 

if any limitations 

• Shadow banking system growing unregulated 
• The other layers of protection also removed 
• If laws & regulations were not removed or 

repealed, they just weren’t enforced: 



Bank regulators + bankers cutting regs 



What happened next?  
 

In less than 10 years, the 
biggest Financial Crisis since 
the Great Depression began 



















What Could Have 
Happened & What Might 

Happen Next Time 









Is Wall Street Gone? 









Why Didn’t That 
Happen? 

Massive U.S. and 
International Action 





 



Worldwide Liquidity Support (%GDP) 



Worldwide Recapitalizations (%GDP) 



Worldwide Asset Purchases (%GDP) 



Worldwide Guarantees (%GDP) 



Costs of the Last 
Financial Crisis 



Costs of the Crisis 

• Tens of Trillions of dollars spent, lent, 
invested, pledged, loaned or 
otherwise used to stop the financial 
sector from collapsing 

• Tens of Trillions spent or used to stop 
the economic free fall and prevent a 
Second Great Depression 



 Additional Costs: 
• Unemployment and underemployment 

skyrocketed and remains stubbornly high 
• Trillions of stock market wealth evaporated 
• Trillions of housing wealth vanished 
• Trillions in government spending on 

important programs are gone as countries, 
states and provinces cut back on everything to 
reduce the deficits created by the costs of the 
financial crisis 
 



Tracking the Costs of Crisis 

• Many costs still ongoing 
• Many qualitative human costs not quantifiable 
• In US, bipartisan interest to understate cost of 

crisis 
– Reps claim crisis didn’t cost much so can kill reform 
– Dems claim didn’t cost much because they saved the 

world from 2nd great depression 
– Both want to fundraise from industry 

• Industry, of course, wants to deny the costs 
• Better Markets tracks the costs of the crisis: 

www.bettermarkets.com  
 

http://www.bettermarkets.com/


US Passes Financial Reform Law 

• Dodd Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 
Protection Act (DFA) passed July 2010 

• DFA: comprehensive, integrated financial reform law 
targeted at systemically important institutions because 
they are too-big-to-fail 

• Because their failure – as was seen in 2008 – threaten 
not just the financial system, but entire economies – 
and cost many trillions of dollars, euros, pounds, etc. 

• Intent to make the financial system safer and more 
stable, less prone to crisis and failure and, therefore, 
less likely to fail and need government/taxpayer 
bailouts 



Purpose of Dodd Frank 

• Purpose to prevent another crisis like 2007-2009 
from happening again 

• Passed to prevent an even worse crisis from 
happening next time 
– No reason to think next time won’t be worse 

• Largest banks & shadow banking system even bigger now 

– Some luck last time; highly experimental  
– Little fiscal or monetary flexibility available now 
– Some Federal Reserve powers eliminated or limited 

 





Key Parts of Dodd Frank 

• Regulate systemically significant bank and 
non-bank financial institutions 

• Leverage, capital, transparency requirements 
• Regulate derivatives & OTC markets 
• Resolution plans & orderly liquidation power 
• Broadly increase consumer protection 
• Creation of Financial Stability Oversight 

Council (FSOC) & Office Financial Research 
 



Other Reforms Defeated 
• Many other financial reforms were attempted 

during the legislative consideration of what 
became the Dodd Frank Act financial reform 
law 

• The financial industry and their allies fought 
them and won, including defeating 
– Restoring Glass Steagall separation  
– Limiting the size of banks so can’t be too-big-to-

fail 
 

 



Reform Shifts Costs Back to Banks 

• The law mandates that significant costs are going to be 
imposed on systemically important financial firms 

• Most are not new costs: they are pre-existing costs 
being shifted BACK to the industry from society which 
has had to bear them since deregulation 

• Costs include lost revenue, income, bonuses 
– Some prior lucrative business lines are going to be 

prohibited like proprietary trading and owning hedge 
funds with losses in tens of billions/year 

– The law and rules are going to require significant 
compliance costs: personnel and systems costs in the tens 
of millions of dollars 



The Volcker 
Rule 



Six Agencies Doing Joint Rulemaking 

• Six agencies are required to act jointly to 
propose a Volcker Rule that implements the 
law 
– Commodities Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) 
– Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC) 
– Federal Deposit Insurance Commission (FDIC) 
– The Federal Reserve Board 
– The Treasury Department 
– Office of the Comptroller of the Currency 



Industry lobbying adds 
length/complexity 

• Proposed initial Volcker Rule was very short 
• Became 11 pages in the law, primarily due to 

industry lobbying of Congress & Exec Branch 
for exceptions, limitations, “clarifications,” etc 

• The 6 agencies then proposed a Volcker Rule, 
which is hundreds of pages long with 
hundreds of questions 

• Much of this also comes from industry 
lobbying of the regulators 
 



Paul Volcker’s Volcker Rule 

• Former Fed Chairman Paul Volcker has said “I’d 
write a much simpler bill.  I’d love to see a 4 page 
bill that bans proprietary trading and makes the 
board and chief executive responsible for 
compliance.  And I’d have strong regulators.  If 
the banks didn’t comply with the spirit of the bill, 
they’d go after them.” 

• We too would much prefer a different proposed 
rule, but this is likely the best we’re going to get 
given industry power & the political climate 



In Post-Comment Period Now 

• Agencies required to allow “public” to comment 
on any proposed rule 
• In reality, “public” is almost always industry 

• More than 17,000 comments letters were 
received on the proposed Volcker Rule 
– Most not that substantive 
– About 400 substantive comments from industry 
– 13 pro-reform comment letters, including from Better 

Markets (www.bettermarkets.com ) 
• Most pro-reform comment letters filed 

http://www.bettermarkets.com/


Procedure Now 

• Agencies required to consider all comment letters 
• Agencies also meet with those seeking to discuss the 

proposed rule 
– Overwhelming majority (about 99%+) industry 

• Different agencies have different policies & practices 
about meetings 

• Then all 6 agencies have to agree on a final rule, which 
is supposed to be issued by July 21, 2012 
– Likely they will miss deadline 

• Parts of law become effective on July 21, 2012, but 
industry fighting that as well 



Provisions of the Volcker Rule 

• Bans proprietary trading & hedge fund investments 
– Prop trading = banks speculative trading for their own 

accounts, usually highly leveraged bets in risky securities 
(high return, but high risk) 

• Banks keep upside, but society pays downside 
• Ban necessary to reduce risk of failure of systemically 

significant institutions with insured deposits & implicit 
government guarantees, i.e., subsidies 
– Only really applies to handful of biggest banks 
– Market making, underwriting, hedging, etc., explicitly 

allowed as “permitted activities”  
• Important to remember ban on prop trading only 1 

provision of comprehensive reform in DFA 
 



Prop Trading Key to Crisis 

• No genuine dispute that massive prop trading 
by the biggest banks contributed to the crisis 

• Basel Committee on Banking Supervision: “the 
majority of losses and most of the build-up of 
leverage occurred in the trading book” 

• Better Markets Comment Letter uses the 
collapse of Citigroup as an illustration of 
dangers & risks from prop trading 
(www.bettermarkets.com)  

http://www.bettermarkets.com/


Making the Proposed Volcker Rule Work 

• Prop trading is done for 1 reason: huge bonuses 
– Therefore, must eliminate revenue & bonuses from 

prop trading; bonus pool documents key to enforce 
• + Swift, certain & significant penalties for traders, 

supervisors & executives 
• +Eliminate unstable funding methods used by 

bank broker-dealers 
• +Require market-making book to be fully hedged 

& require hedging congruence 
• All detailed in Better Markets’ Comment Letter 



Extra-territorial reach 

• Banning prop trading along with the other 
protections of the DFA designed to protect US 
taxpayers, US treasury, US economy & 
financial system, as any sovereign has the 
right, indeed, duty to do 

• Therefore, any activity anywhere that doesn’t 
threaten those vital national interests are 
entirely permissible 



Exception for non-US activities 

There are 4 conditions to qualify for foreign trading 
exception: 
 1. Transaction conducted by non-US banking 
entity 
 2. No party to the transaction is a resident of 
the US 
 3. No personnel of the banking entity that is 
directly involved in the transaction is physically 
located in the US 
 4. The transaction is executed wholly outside 
of the US 



Exception for US Gvt Securities 

• Exception: “The purchase, sale, acquisition, or 
disposition of obligations of the US or any agency 
thereof … and obligations of any State or of any 
political subdivision thereof.”  

• Perfectly reasonable exception for a sovereign 
• Complaints by foreign governments lack merit & 

are truly astonishing:  trying to weaken a US law 
designed to protect the US & its citizens so that 
foreign debt trading might be a little more liquid 

• Detailed rebuttal of these requests are also on 
our website:  www.bettermarkets.com  
 

http://www.bettermarkets.com/


Wall Street’s War on Volcker & Reform 

• The Volcker Rule prohibits one of the most lucrative 
activities of the biggest Wall Street banks: they HATE it 

• Wall Street has and continues to fight financial reform 
with unlimited resources 
– Thousands of lobbyists, lawyers, PR-spinners, etc. 

• Wall Street has a comprehensive attack plan:  
– Kill, gut or put loopholes in the legislation 
– Weaken or make legally infirm the rulemaking 
– Sue in court over rules they don’t like 
– Lobby Congress to repeat the law (piece by piece), harass 

the regulators & cut their budgets 
– Try to elect anti-financial reform politicians 



Wall Street largely caused the crisis & is 
now leading the fight against reform 

• It would be viewed as crazy if it weren’t true 
• The very industry & often the very same people from that 

industry that caused the crisis, required massive bailouts so 
that the financial system didn’t collapse, almost created a 
Second Great Depression, are now given an open door in 
the legislative & regulatory process to re-regulate the 
industry and prevent all that from happening again 

• Under-funded, over-worked and constantly attacked 
regulators plus some brave elected and public officials are 
all there is between that industry onslaught & protecting 
society’s interests  

• Better Markets stands with them fighting for financial 
reform and to protect the public  
– The Volcker Rule banning proprietary trading is a key part of 

that  



© 2011 Better Markets, Inc. 
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